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WHERE TO GO NEXT – THE TOP 
LUXURY DESTINATIONS FOR TRAVEL 

IN 2021 AND BEYOND 
What incredible travel experiences would you like to plan for 2021 and 2022? Perhaps it will 
be a big reunion of your favorite people to a destination on your travel #BookItList, or 
maybe it will be that incredible cruise itinerary you've always dreamed of.  By the time this 
is all over, we'll all be keen to move around. There are so many beautiful corners of the 
planet to explore. 

As countries reopen, travel is going to look a bit different, thanks to new safety, testing and 
cleaning practices. The new face of travel will have a silver lining – once over-touristed 
destinations will be less crowded and travelers will opt for more isolated places. Experts 
predict that travelers will be more thoughtful and responsible when it comes to 
destinations and how they approach the entire travel experience. Travel companies will 
also be much more flexible than ever when it comes to allowing travelers to postpone or 
cancel trips when necessary. 

The only thing better than heading off on a vacation is planning one. While now may not 
be the right time to travel for you, it IS the perfect time to start figuring out when and 
where your next vacation will be. We all miss travel. When you're ready to start traveling 
again, we'd love to help you pull together all of the elements of your next vacation so that 
you can travel confidently. Here is a little travel inspiration for you to get you thinking 
about your next vacation. When you’re ready to travel, the world is waiting. Helping you 
see the WORLD, one experience at a time.® 
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If you are planning a trip anywhere before the coronavirus vaccine 
has been widely rolled out, we will work with you to check travel 
restrictions for the destination you are hoping to visit and consider 
warnings from the State Department and the CDC. Travelers should 
also take precautions to keep yourselves and others safe. There are 
those who say that it is irresponsible to do any kind of travel during 
a pandemic – but take this into consideration: The travel industry 
employs more than 98 million people around the globe, making up 
over 3% of all employment. Booking a trip actually helps support 
people and economies. It is also important to note that travel, 
whether now or on a future date, is based on your level of comfort 
and risk. 

Please note that all currently scheduled experience departures are 
subject to change due to pandemic requirements and restrictions 
as well as capacity availability. Please reach out to us if you are 
interested in the itineraries included in this Look Book or a custom 
itinerary designed just for you and your travel companions. 

Where2Next? Travel, LLC is a boutique travel agency specializing in 
planning and booking your luxury travel itinerary, including private 
tours, excursions and transfers, cruises and all-inclusive travel 
experiences. Where2Next? Travel, LLC is also a Special Needs 
Group™ Certified Accessible Travel Advocate and a Certified 
Scootaround Blue Star Advisor – trained with a deeper knowledge 
of the specific requirements for travelers with limited mobility, 
allowing us to better serve this rapidly growing segment of the 
luxury travel market. 
  

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/ea/covid-19-information.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html


 

KENYA   
Kenya is always a classic and its landscapes are the 
definition of “wide-open,” which will make the country more 
appealing than ever during the time of social distancing and 
beyond. Throw in some stylish new hotel offerings and it’s 
no wonder Kenya is topping the 2021 hot list. Kenya 
reopened its borders in August, and has done an impressive 
job handling the pandemic, including rigorous testing 
requirements and temperature-taking practices. Now is the 
time to get into hard-to-book properties and bush locations. 

 

  



 



COSTA RICA 
Costa Rica has maintained one of the lowest pandemic rates 
in Latin America and its government has been recognized 
for its successful management and containment of the 
virus, so when the country reopened on November 1 to US 
citizens who met the requirements, travelers were able 
return feeling a sense of confidence. Those looking to travel 
sustainably will be pleased with Costa Rica’s progress: this 
long-time leader in global conservation and sustainability 
that runs on 99.5% clean and renewable energy plans to 
achieve complete decarbonization by 2050. Other than 
adventure experiences (surfing, whale watching and 
ziplining), the country is enhancing its luxury offerings, 
including new, high-touch eco-lodges. 

  



 



 PARIS 
Although we are not able to travel to Paris right now, that 
leaves us dreaming and fantasizing about the City of Light. 
The city is absolutely irresistible, and there’s definitely pent-
up demand for Paris right now. We can't wait to get back for 
brand-new hotels and the classic city we know and love. 

 

Join Where2Next? Travel, LLC for our Paris Royal Holiday 
experience, currently scheduled for December 13 – 20, 2021. 
Contact us for details. 

  



 



MEXICO – MORE THAN THE 
BEACH 
Mexico was one of the first countries to reopen its borders to 
US citizens, and while the beaches will always remain 
popular, the heart of Mexico’s interior destinations is beating 
strong. For 2021, watch for unique spots like the Yucatán’s 
capital city of Mérida. Mérida’s international airport is also 
doubling the capacity of its air terminal through important 
infrastructure improvements. Then there’s San Miguel de 
Allende, voted the best small city in the world by Condé 
Nast Traveler and is a gastronomical paradise. Mexico City 
has seen a surge in recent years and this coming year is no 
different. The fantastic cultural and cuisine offerings have 
always been a part of the draw, but the opportunities to 
explore neighboring towns and villages and fabulous hotels, 
of course, are really changing the landscape of this city. 

 



 



EGYPT 
2021 is the year for Egypt, which reopened to US citizens 
over the summer of 2020. Egypt houses a third of all of the 
world’s antiquities and is home to the only remaining place 
in the original Seven Wonders of the Ancient World: the 
pyramids at Giza. The long-awaited Grand Egyptian 
Museum will be fully open in 2021. Located at the foot of 
the Great Pyramids, it will be filled with dazzling exhibitions, 
including one showcasing every artifact found in the tomb 
of King Tutankhamun. It will be a destination in and of itself 
for anyone interested in ancient history. 

Join Where2Next? Travel, LLC for our Treasures of Egypt 
experience, currently scheduled for October 7 – 19, 2021. 
Contact us for details. 

  



  



RWANDA 
Many destinations have evaluated how they can manage 
travel more sustainably in the future. For Rwanda, 
sustainable travel has been at the heart of everything it does 
since 2005, when a program was established to help benefit 
communities near Rwanda's national parks. Rwanda has 
done an incredible job of acting quickly to resume tourism 
activities with additional safety measures in order to protect 
not only travelers and locals, but also the endangered 
primates that inhabit their forests. Rwanda appeals to 
travelers who have already discovered Africa and want to 
explore new regions. The number of visitors is limited, so not 
just anyone can go. Highlights include Gishwati Mukura 
National Park, which is undergoing a massive reforestation 
effort and plans to begin tourism operations (primate 
trekking, birding, hiking and more) in future months. Next 
year will also bring Mantis Kivu Queen, a luxury houseboat 
cruising Lake Kivu. 

  



 



QATAR 
Situated on the Arabian Sea, Qatar is known for its 
fascinating culture and its varied landscapes ranging from 
beaches to desert to the futuristic sky-scraping capital of 
Doha. Qatar is positioning itself as the region’s prime spot 
for travel, sustainable tourism and cultural experiences. 
Tourism has grown significantly and the FIFA World Cup will 
be hosted here in 2022. This Middle Eastern country was also 
recently voted the number one safest country in the 
world and it has rolled out Qatar Clean, an initiative 
developed in response to the pandemic that ensures 
compliance with strict standards for hygiene and cleanliness 
at all hotels, restaurants and tourist attractions. The 
country’s airline is also helping attract travelers who 
previously just flew Qatar Airlines to get to other areas. 

  



 



ANTARCTICA 
There’s no time like the present to consider bucket-list trips 
(or as we like to call them, BookItList trips), and a definite 
expedition destination is Antarctica. Trips to explore the 
White Continent already have sign-ups and capacity is 
limited for each trip, as the season is short. Many luxury trips 
feature biologists and glaciologists and environmentalists 
on-board throughout the expedition. 

Join Where2Next? Travel, LLC for our Antarctica: Wonder + 
Ice Expedition experience, currently scheduled for February 
14 – 26, 2022. Contact us for details. 

  



 



SOUTH AFRICA 
It’s the best of all worlds - city life, vineyards and safari all in 
one trip. Nothing beats a trip to South Africa. Travelers can 
head to the bustling hub of Cape Town for its dynamic food, 
wine and design scene, experience historic sites in 
Johannesburg, try kite surfing on the coastline of the Indian 
and Atlantic oceans and experience the renowned luxury 
safari camps. 

Join Where2Next? Travel, LLC for our South Africa + Safari 
experience, currently scheduled for May 6 – 17, 2021. Contact 
us for details. 

 
  



  



GREECE 
Greece is definitely a destination for history afficionados, 
thanks to its classic and natural wonders. From Athens to 
Santorini, there is something for everyone and going to 
Greece will get you a little of everything.  It’s recommended 
to visit Athens first for two or three nights before venturing 
out to the islands, including the striking and scenic Santorini 
and the more active and entertaining island of Mykonos. 

Join Where2Next? Travel, LLC on our Islands of Greece 
experience, currently scheduled for September 24 – October 
2, 2021. Contact us for details. 



 



 

 

 

 

  

WHERE2NEXT? TRAVEL, LLC 
Helping you see the WORLD, one experience at a time.® 

CONTACT US: 
info@where2nexttravel.co 

470.480.9007 
www.where2nexttravel.co 
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